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Top 10 Jimmy DiResta YouTube Videos
Maker Jimmy DiResta is going to be on Ask This Old House. The NYC-based designer
just wrapped up a few segments with the crew and they'll air soon. Meantime, here are
our favorite DiResta projects

By Laura Testino  // Courtesy of @jimmydiresta

August 16, 2017

Maker Jimmy DiResta designs and creates everything from swords to birdhouses, and he manages to

squeeze in a standard doghouse and reclaimed wood table here and there. He’s been a co-host with his

brother, John, on a few television shows—Trash to Cash, Hammered with John & Jimmy DiResta, and Dirty

Money—and has hosted his own show Against the Grain. Now, you’ll get to see him in the upcoming season

of Ask This Old House.

In addition to television appearances, you may have also heard him on the “Making It” podcast with David

Picciuto and Bob Clagett. In honor of his Ask TOH appearance, here are a few of our favorite DiResta

projects via YouTube:
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1. “DIRESTA Old School Dog House,” in which he uses ½-inch plywood and old barn wood to

make a home for Lucky and Woody.

2. “Diresta 4 Tools,” where he helps out some $1 �ea market �nds.

3. “DiResta Reception Desk,” featuring contruction with pine over the course of a month.

4. “DiResta Reclaimed Wood Table,” with wood from the streets of NYC.

5. “DiResta Bar Cart,” or the perfect anniversary gift.

6. “DiResta Table Lamp,” designed with a friend.

7. “DiResta Slab Bench,” made with locust slab and steel.

8. “DiResta Walnut File Drawer,” in which he also experiments with a GoPro camera.

9. “DiResta Steel & Wood Bench,” made for the front of his (now defunct) NYC storefront.

10. “DiResta 46 A NEW PUPPY!!” Just bonus fun.

RELATED: How to Make an Ocean Table by Bob Clagett  or Watch full episodes of Ask This Old House

OTHER VIDEOS

Coming Home After Hurricane Harvey
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TziNXMTPZRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJK3NL3bXSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LKl3r67lAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrQkCJM80oU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtGNDMtA3sQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bOll0-frsk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZyVeyWV59U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AllLWy8bo94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Y-5HDehkRk&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqIazn71mb4
https://www.thisoldhouse.com/node/40521
https://www.thisoldhouse.com/watch/ask-toh-hawaii-makes-50
https://www.thisoldhouse.com/watch/coming-home-after-hurricane-harvey
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Dan Symeon • 5 months ago

Congratulations Jimmy on this new endeavor! I believe this to be mutually beneficial to both TOH
and your dream.
△ ▽
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Best of the Web: I Like to Make Stuff Ask TOH | Guest Nick Offerman

What Is It? | Two Metal Poles (with Jimmy Fallon)

ATOH S14 E24
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